Obama Yawns at Evil
By Mark Steyn on the banality of Obama’s response to evil: 7 February 2015
That appalling 22-minute video
On Tuesday the Islamic State released a 22-minute video showing Flight Lieutenant Muath alKasasbeh of the Royal Jordanian Air Force being doused in petrol and burned to death. It is an
horrific way to die, and Flt Lt al-Kasasbeh showed uncommon bravery, standing stiff and
dignified as the flames consumed him. And then he toppled, and the ISIS cameras rolled on,
until what was left was charred and shapeless and unrecognizable as human…
President Obama’s response was to go to the National Prayer Breakfast and condescendingly
advise us - as if it’s some dazzlingly original observation rather than the lamest faculty-lounge
relativist bromide - to “remember that during the Crusades and the Inquisition, people
committed terrible deeds in the name of Christ"…
The President could barely conceal his boredom
... the President could barely conceal his boredom at having to discuss the immolation of Flt Lt
al-Kasasbeh:
Aaand it, I think, will redouble [pause] the vigilance aaand determination on the part of our
global coalition to, uh, make sure that they are degraded and ultimately defeated. Ummmm.
[Adopting a whimsical look] It also just indicates the degree to which whatever ideology
they’re operating off of, it’s bankrupt. [Suppressing a smirk, pivoting to a much more important
subject.] We’re here to talk about how to make people healthier and make their lives better.
The lack of passion - the bloodlessness - of Obama’s reaction to atrocity is always striking. He
can’t even be bothered pretending that he means it…
Declares action, and then does nothing
Obama ... declares action, and then does nothing. His war against ISIS was supposed to be one
in which the US would not put “boots on the ground”, but instead leave that to our allies. The
allies have the boots, but they could use some weapons, too. Obama has failed to supply the
Kurds or anybody else with what they need to defeat our enemies. It’s becoming what they call
a pattern of behavior. Elliott Abrams draws attention to this passage in a New York Times story
about Ukraine:
The Russians have sent modern T-80 tanks, whose armor cannot be penetrated by Ukraine’s
aging and largely inoperative antitank weapons, along with Grad rockets and other heavy
weapons. Russian forces have also used electronic jamming equipment to interfere with the
Ukrainians’ communications….
Ukraine has requested arms and equipment

Ukraine has requested arms and equipment, including ammunition, sniper rifles, mortars,
grenade launchers, antitank missiles, armored personnel carriers, mobile field hospitals,
counterbattery radars and reconnaissance drones.
Hmm. So how much of that shopping list have we responded to? Obama won’t write Ukraine
a blank check, but he will write them a blanket check:
The $16.4 million in aid that Mr. Kerry will announce in Kiev is intended to help people trapped
by the fighting in Donetsk and Luhansk. The aid will be used to buy basic items like blankets
and clothing, along with counseling for traumatized civilians.
...With at least another two years of civilizational retreat to go, we’re gonna need a lot more
security blankets, which is good news for whichever Chinese factory makes them.
The West is in retreat
The West is in retreat, no longer sure if there’s anything worth defending to the death.

